
PROPOSED LOAN TO ICELAND FOR THE FERTILIZER PLANT 

Brief Historz 

On May 25, 1951, Minister Jonsson wrote to Mr. Black requesting a loan of 
the equivalent of $0.8 million in European currencies to cover part of the cost of 
a nitrogen fertilizer plant. In the course of subsequent conversations the amount 
requested was increased to $850,000. 

On September 26, 1951, Mr . Black informed Minister Jonsson that $2 million 
was considered a reasonable amount for Iceland to borrow externally during the 
following two years and that this borrowing should be, as far as possible, in European 
currencies. At the same time Mr . Black indicated that the Bank was prepared to 
negotiate iDmlediately loans for agriculture and for a fertilizer plant within the 
$2 million limit. On November 1, 1951, the Bank made a loan for agriculture in the 
amount of ;J60,000 (equivalent to $1,008,000), leaving a balance of $992,000 available 
for the fertilizer plant and other acceptable projects. It should be stressed that 
the limit mentioned in :Mr. Black's letter was based not on Iceland's creditworthiness 
but on the pace of investment which had been considered excessive. 

The European currency cost of the fertilizer plant is now estimated at the 
equivalent of $1,195,000 which, if all of this cost were covered by a Bank loan, 
would exceed the limit mentioned by 11:r . Black by $203,000. The total cost of the 
plant broken down by proposed sources of financing is a$ follows: 

Expenditure in dollars (to be supplied by ECA) 

Expenditure in European Currencies (Bank loan) 

Expenditures in Iceland Kronur {counterpart funds and 
equity capital) 

Characte~stics of Proposed Loan 

$2,828,000 

1 · 1,195,000 ,_____ ·-~. 

2.648;doo 

$6,671,000 

--
In previous discussions it was assumed that the loan would be to the Republic 

of Iceland and would be denominated in sterling. On November 20, 1951, the Staff 
Loan Commit~ee decided that the Bank should not offer a maturity for the loan longer 
than 15 years plus two years grace. The Icelanders have been informed of this but it 
is clear that they will still wish to argue strongly in favor of a longer term, 22 
years being considered by them a minimum. However, Mr . Garner has indicated that 
the 17 years total term should be submitted to the Icelanders on a "take it or leaYe it" 
basis. 

The Fertilizer Project 

Briefly, the project will consist . of the erection of a plant for the production 
of ammonium nitrate to provide Iceland with a domestic source of nitrogenous fertilizer. 
The capacity of the plant , ~asured in terms of pure nitrogen produced, will be 6,000 
tons annually. The plant will be operated by The Fertilizer Plant which was authorized 
by the Icelandic Parliament on May 23, 1949. (Copies of relevant legislation have been 
submitted to the Bank). A board and managing director have been appointed. Power, 
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mostly off-peak, will be supplied by Sog. The cost of production per ton of nitrogen 
is estimated at $223 .21 at full production, compared with the present import price of 
$286 per ton. lmost all of .the technical information required by the Bank in connec
tion with the project has been obtained and from a preliminary appraisal found technic
ally satisfactory. A technical report is in course of preparation. 

Steps Taken 

The following steps in negotiation and processing of the loan request have so 
far been taken: 

(a) A draft of the Loan greement of October 25, 1951, has been prepared and 
discussed with Minister Thors. Discussion was sozoowhat superficial but no objection 
to the general nature of the contract was raised. 

(b) first draft of the President 's Report and Recommendations (November 20, 
1951) has been prepared. 

(c) A preliminary draft of the press release (December 18, 1951) has been 
prepared . A supplementary press release has apparently still to be drafted . 

Steps to be Taken 

The following seem to be the major matters needing further clarification: 

(a) Creditworthiness of Iceland. The last studies published on this subject 
were "The Economic Position of Iceland" on May 8, 1951, an appendix entitled "The 
External Debt of Iceland - Supplementary Statement", on June 12, 1951; and Mr . E. 
Harrison Clark's report, "An Investment Program for Iceland" on June 11, 1951. A very 
brief statement of recent economic developments was included in the President's 
Report dated October 23, 1951 in connection with the loan for agriculture. The 
Economic Department is considering the need for publication of a further study. 

(b) Amount of the Loan. There has apparently been miscalculation in the 
total cost of the program, arising not only from price escalation but more importantly 
from the a.mission of facilities needed by the plant . It would seem appropriate to 
discuss this matter with M:3A to determine how the increased cost is to be financed. 
It may also be necessary to refer this matter to the Staff Loan Committee before 
resuming negotiations with the Icelanders . 

(c) Legal Requirements. The Legal Department may wish to review the need 
for further legal documentation for the proposed loan and to prepare a stateJJEnt of 
steps to be taken. 

NJPaterson/bvm/meg 
March 10, 1952. 




